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Peak, Secrets From the New Science of Expertise 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

 

This book is a great way to understand the efficacy of expertise through the right kind of practice.  

 

Great Summary Video 

Interview with Anders Ericsson 

  

 

Chapter 1: The Power of Purposeful Practice 

 

Lesson 1: Not All Practice Is Equal 

In life just as in practice, is it quantity or quality? 

The authors teach us the latter, and it’s because once we generally get acceptable at something we quit 

learning and shift to auto-pilot. 

My favorite example is myself and tennis. I loved learning tennis. At first I would straight up miss, then 

after a week started hitting it every time but hit more home runs than hits between and the net and 

line. 

For months I engaged in really concentrated practice, slowly going through the motions to make sure I 

was able to avoid the home run, and I got to a level where I was very playable. 
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However, once I hit playable, it’s as if the slope of learning went flat.  

What my tennis story proved to me is exactly what the authors mean when they say, “Research has 

shown that, generally speaking, once a person reaches that level of “acceptable” performance and 

automaticity, the additional years of “practice” don’t lead to improvement.” 

Why is this the case? 

Because once I became acceptable the incentives to become great weren’t there and instead I let my 

cognitive ease win out. Cognitive Ease means our brain’s natural tendency to go with an 

activity/decision we think causes the least cognitive strain, which means difficulty amongst our brain. In 

essence, our brain always will take the easy decision. The concept is discussed in Daniel Kahneman’s 

book Thinking Fast and Slow. 

So what’s the problem?  

The problem is if we allow this auto-pilot mode to be activated, and let ourselves believe things like 

experience or quantity alone is a form of practice and thus credibility, we’re falling victim to the above 

dilemma. 

As the authors say:  

“If anything, the doctor or the teacher or the driver who’s been at it for twenty years is 

likely to be a but worse than the one who’s been doing it for only five, and the reason is 

that these automated abilities gradually deteriorate in the absence of deliberate efforts 

to improve”. 

 

Lesson 2: Purposeful Practice 

The final goal is what the authors call deliberate practice, but the fuel to this is purposeful practice. 

The authors talk about naïve vs. purposeful practice. Purposeful practice, the opposite of naïve practice, 

is practice according to the following standard:  

1: Have well defined long-term goals. 

2: Perform baby steps to achieve 1. 

3: Receive feedback to identify how and where exactly you’re falling back.  

4: Must get out of comfort zone through trying differently.   

5: Must hit a wall, since this makes you apply 4 and try things you in normal circumstances 

wouldn’t. 
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Chapter 2: Harnessing Adaptability 

 

Lesson 1: Homeostasis 

Homeostasis is the weight holding most pull back. According to the authors, it “simply refers to the 

tendency of a system-any sort of system, but most often a living creature or some part of a living 

creature – to act in a way that maintains its own stability”.  

But I have a better way to understand it. Think of it as you’re plateau, you’re limit, you’re supposed 

ceiling. 

Problem is, you have no ceiling. According to science in Neuroplasticity, as well as real life applications 

we’ve seen in Jessie Itzler’s relationship with Seal, our mind tells us we’re done generally when we’re 

only 40% there. This other 60% is simply homeostasis, or you’re “perceived” stability.  

How can we break it? 

By always doing more. If you’re working out, always doing 5 more pushups or pullups.  

I first attempted this strategy after reading Seal, and in one summer I went from 100 pushups in 30 

minutes to 500.  

It’s also not physically exclusive, it applies to you’re brain just as much as your biceps.  

 

Chapter 3: Mental Representations 

 

Lesson 1: Structured Logic  

What’s the difference between hfhbf and dog?  

One is structured, while one is random. 

Experts are masters at their craft because their able to take what’s random and turn it into logical 

structures. 

For example, when you’re feeling sick you go to a doctor. The sickness according to you is random, or 

unknown. So what do you do? You go to the expert, a doctor, who through training has taken this 

random logic and been able to structure it and deliver you a solution. 

 

Lesson 2: Song Lyrics 

Why can I remember Eminem lyrics from ten years ago yet seemingly have no recollection of what was 

said in class ten minutes ago? 
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Because of mental structures. Mental structures take logical mental structures and put meaning to 

them. 

My favorite example is in elementary school Spanish when my teacher used songs to help us remember. 

All she was doing was creating a mental structure to help us remember. 

These structures can be in any form- visual, lyrical, as long as it creates meaning beyond the actual 

word/logic.  

 

Lesson 3: Pattern Ability 

I have a great idea, let’s create an app that allows to me to drive people around in my free time. 

Wait, that already exists? How did someone think of this before me? 

Experts seemingly are always ten steps ahead of the rest of us. 

How? 

Because they’re masters at pattern recognition, the ability to take known knowledge and decipher what 

will be in 5-10 years. In Uber’s case, Travis Kalanick was able to take his knowledge in technology and 

create an app that combined numerous existing technologies.  

Why him? 

Because he was a master at the known knowledge. Such a master that he could foresee how to use 

these technologies in the future before anyone else.  

As the authors say, he was able to see the forest from the trees.  

 

Lesson 4: Cognitive Ease 

Remember cognitive ease from above? 

When I referred to it as the “brain’s natural tendency to go with an activity/decision we think causes the 

least cognitive strain, which means difficulty amongst our brain. In essence, our brain always will take 

the easy decision.” 

Cognitive Ease is exemplified through mental representations. The more mental representations and 

mental structures you create, the more cognitive ease you have.  

 

Lesson 5: If…Then 

The above lessons allow experts to be masters at the if…then mindset.  

With Uber, it was “if I can integrate Google Maps with Amazon-esque matching algorithms, then I can 

create an app that allows users to click a button and a car will be there in 5 minutes”.  
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Lesson 6: Introspection 

What’s the secret sauce to the above lessons? 

Introspection, “the examination or observation of one's own mental and emotional processes” 

according to Google. 

Experts monitor, understand, and adjust with each and every experience. They’re masters at applying 

this process for every action. 

They think of every piece of feedback as an opportunity to accelerate this self-reflection loop.  

 

Monitor  Understand  Adjust 

 

Lesson 7: Chicken and Egg 

Which came first, the chicken or the egg? 

Let me rephrase that, which came first, mental representations or skill? 

The answer is “it depends”.  

It’s because these processes happen simultaneously. As you increase skill you increase mental 

representations and vice versa.  

The answer and process to this lesson and all lessons above is a concept I’ve taken from the book The 

Lean Startup. The process in the book applies to the starting of companies in todays environment, but is 

equally applicable in your personal endeavors.  

The book teaches of a build  measure  learn feedback loop. You act, you learn, and you adjust. 

That’s it.  

 

 

Chapter 4: The Gold Standard 

 

Lesson 1: No Shortcuts 

The authors show us through numerous studies that the view of success and intelligence being an innate 

talent is flat out wrong, and instead number of hours was the true differentiator. 
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Lesson 2: 10,000 Hours Rule 

Have you guys ever heard of the magical 10,000 hour rule? 

It states expertise is acquired once a person hits 10,000 hours. 

Earlier in Ericsson’s career he had performed an experiment amongst violinists that some used as 

affirmation to this 10,000 hour magic trick. 

However, the number 10,000 wasn’t meant to be interpreted in the absolute. Instead, the principle that 

experts in each field differentiate themselves through the number of hours practiced was meant to be 

his conclusion.  

What us as future experts need to understand is that this number isn’t the golden ticket. We don’t hit 

10,000 and boom!!! Fireworks, cake, the whole sha-bang. Instead, this number stands in comparison to 

everyone else. For example, you may study 7,000 hours. Although it’s not 10,000, you’ll be ahead of 

those that studied 5,000.  

For financial geeks out there, think of this as the debate between EBIT and Gross Profit. EBIT is absolute. 

If a company turns a profit the lights stay on and they can reinvest in growth. Although some companies 

may have better numbers depending on industries, market condition, etc., as long as your EBIT is 

positive (let’s ignore accounting tricks) you’re in a good spot.  

On the contrary, a metric such as gross profit can’t be interpreted in isolation. For example, let’s say 

you’re comparing a manufacturer with a company in the SaS space. The manufacturer if you’re simply 

looking at margins will look like junk, while the tech company might look like God. However, they’re in 

completely different industries, and if you look deeper into the manufacturer you find out in relation to 

other manufacturers they are supreme. Further, without getting too too technical, their strategies and 

positioning are completely different, so a metric like gross margin for a product leadership company will 

look completely different than an operational excellence firm.  

 

 

Chapter 5: Principles of Deliberate Practice on the Job 

 

Lesson 1: Knowledge While Working 

The authors tell us of how taking time to learn for most business professionals seems at times out of the 

question.  

This is why he proposes to build learning into the daily day. He tells us of companies who use meetings 

and mock calls as ways to build in purposeful practice. 

 

Lesson 2: What to How 
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For those who have studied the uber successful, you see the pitfalls of being a fact bank and gravitate 

towards knowing how to apply these facts over just knowing them. 

This is exactly what the authors are talking about, as they say knowledge is the what, while skills are the 

how. 

Get to the how! 

 

 

Chapter 6: Principles of Deliberate Practice in Every Day Life 

 

Lesson 1: If You Have No Teacher 

The author shows us through the story of Benjamin Franklin how not having a teacher is no excuse in 

developing skills.  

 

Lesson 2: The Plateau  

Remember my tennis story? That pitfall of becoming acceptable and settling there is known as the 

plateau. Workout junkies, this is where “gains” stop becoming as visually apparent usually two months 

into a workout plan. 

The way to avoid this pitfall is two part. 

One, you must find internally what intrinsically motivates you. I think of this as your passion. What do 

you gravitate towards if you can do anything? 

Second is the external environment. Ever heard of a mastermind group? In Think and Grow Rich, 

Napoleon Hill first coins this in his effort to explain the impact of having people around that are who you 

want to become.  

There is a great saying that states, “if you’re the smartest man in the room it’s time for you to switch 

rooms”. This could not be truer, and is essential in your development of eclipsing the plateau. 

Find people you want to be, surround yourself with them, and you’ll find you will become these people.  
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Chapter 7: The Road to Extraordinary 

 

Lesson 1: Interest  Becoming Serious  Commitment 

He talks of the top line overview of this process and shows us how starting young can be a significant 

advantage. I’ll be honest guys, I think of this as over-analysis and no matter how old you are, success is 

under your control. Obviously if you’re sixty you can’t be a professional baseball player, but you can find 

equivalent options to fulfill that goal, maybe it’s coaching instead of playing.  

 

 

Chapter 8: But What About Natural Talent 

I’ll be honest guys, this chapter was very repetitive and didn’t provide any different content than above.  

 

 

Chapter 9: Where Do We Go From Here 

  

Lesson 1: Act 

In summary, act, act, then act some more. He calls on us to practice through action, and I couldn’t agree 

more.  

 

 

 

Like What You See? To learn more check 

this out! 
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